
Car Wars analyzed millions of inbound and outbound phone calls from 
Service Departments throughout 2019, 2020, and 2021. This data study 
dives into the 5 major phone trends uncovered and illustrates areas of 
concern, opportunity, and growth for managers to act on immediately. 
Check out the FREE comprehensive study now!

[FREE DOWNLOAD] Discover 5 Defining Phone Trends 
Changing the Game in Service

From 2019 to 2021, there has been a 
16.5% growth in inbound Service call 
volume. With the rise in Service calls, 
check out our three best practices to 
ensure your dealership is making the 
most of every revenue opportunity.

READ MORE

[BLOG] Three Ways to Not 
Only Survive but Thrive in 
Service by Leveraging the 
Phone

CHECK IT OUT

LaFontaine has been a Car Wars client for multiple years. During that time, 
LaFontaine's stores have seen measurable growth by leveraging Car Wars 
to pinpoint areas of improvement on the phone. Discover how Car Wars 
can help YOUR dealership gain actionable insight into your team's phone 
activity and build a culture of phone accountability.

[CLIENT STORY] Carlito Mojica of LaFontaine 
Automotive Group

GET A DEMO

Discover how Car Wars' latest solution 
- Carrier Registration - is helping 
dealers improve outbound call 
connectivity by reducing the risk of 
calls getting flagged as spam.

WATCH NOW

[VIDEO] How Dealers Are 
Using Carrier Registration 
to Reduce the Risk of 
Getting Flagged as Spam 

Want to learn more about Car Wars?
Click below to schedule a conversation 

with a Car Wars expert.

Do you follow Car Wars on social media?
Give us a like on LinkedIn, Facebook, or 

Instagram to stay up to date.

SCHEDULE A CALL

FIND MORE IN THE CAR WARS RESOURCE HUB
CRISP QUARTERLY MAGAZINE | WEBINARS | FEATURE UPDATES | TIPS

VISIT THE RESOURCE HUB

Car Wars is attending AAAS November 14-16th in Palm Beach, FL. Don't miss 
Car Wars' Chief Revenue Officer, Cassie Broemmer, as she gives an insightful 
keynote address on why the phone should the center of your 2022 plans 
in EVERY department. Get your tickets to one of the industry's most 
innovative conferences now before they sell out!

[EVENT] Join Car Wars at AAAS in Palm Beach, 
Florida!

LEARN MORE
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